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Biweekly Summary 

Past two weeks have been repriorizing what we want to get done before the end of the 
semester with our client. We have added two new pages, one page is a list of the drivers in the 
system and the other is a driver’s details page showing more information about the driver and 
details about their trips. 
 

On our map, the color of the segment now correlates to their scores. We have also been 
working on getting our database set up to handle multiple laps, as we only have one lap in right 
now. 
 

The next couple of weeks will be working on a couple of remaining requirements we 
want to get implemented and working on our final report, poster, and presentation to wrap up 
the semester. 
 
Screenshots 

 



Figure 1.1 - New homepage 

 
Figure 1.2 - Displaying the route, now has a color blind option, and segment’s color now 
changes with the score. Upper right corner has a link to the drivers page 
 

 
Figure 1.3 - Drivers list displays a list of driver with their picture 

 



Figure 1.4 - Drivers details page shows details about the driver and their segments scores from 
their most recent trip. A map of this trip is also shown. 
 
Past 2 Weeks Accomplishments 

● Andrew Damon: Created the homepage, set up the avatars for the drivers, started 
removing unnecessary raw data so that the important info easily recognizable at a 
glance, and made the segments’ colors based off its grade. The map segments also 
have an option for the highlighted segment to use colorblind colors. 

● Freya Gaynor: Determined requirements for remaining deliverables, reviewed codebase 
and cleaned up bugs, and setting up database to handle multiple laps. 

● Skand Gupta: Came up with a rough design for the lap vs lap page.  
● Sydney Ehlinger: Drew mock ups for drivers list and drivers details page. Started 

implementation on these two pages. Started working on data that will be hard coded in 
for the demo. 

  
Pending Issues 

● Andrew Damon: The master CSS may have been overridden when avatars were added, 
so there are a few CSS bugs. 

● Freya Gaynor: Load in remaining CSV data and get averages together. Set up a 
navigation menu for the new pages. 

● Skand Gupta:  
● Sydney Ehlinger: None.  

 
Individual Contributions 

Name Individual Contributions Hours This 
2 Weeks 

Hours 
Cumulative  

Andrew Damon Created the homepage, set up the avatars 
for the drivers, started removing 
unnecessary raw data so that the important 
info easily recognizable at a glance, and 
made the segments’ colors based off its 
grade. The map segments also have an 
option for the highlighted segment to use 
colorblind colors. 

14 44 

Freya Gaynor Determined requirements for remaining 
deliverables, reviewed codebase and 
cleaned up bugs, and setting up database to 
handle multiple laps. 

10 40 

Skand Gupta Worked on dynamic charts and looked into 
creating a page for lap vs lap comparisions 

10 38 



Sydney Ehlinger Mock ups for drivers list and drivers details 
page. Started implementation on these 
pages. Started work on data that will be hard 
coded in for these pages for the demo. 

11 37 

 
Plans for the Upcoming Week 

● Andrew Damon: To fix the CSS and help Skand integrate the graphs of the raw data. 
● Freya Gaynor: Load in remaining CSV data and get averages together. Set up a 

navigation menu for the new pages. Start work on poster/final report/presentation. Work 
on application ease-of-use and planned demonstration. 

● Skand Gupta: Get more details about the lap comparison page 
● Sydney Ehlinger: Finish up driver list and driver details pages. Start work on poster, final 

report, and presentation. 


